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Abstract
Social media platforms increasingly use powerful artificial intelligence (AI) that are fed by the vast flows of digital content that may be used to analyze user behavior, mental state, and physical context. New forms of AI-generated content and AI-driven virtual agents present new forms of risks in social media use, the harm of which will be difficult to predict. Delivering trustworthy social media will therefore be increasingly predicated on effectively governing the trustworthiness of its AI components. In this article, we examine different approaches to the governance of AI and the Big Data processing that drives it being explored. We identify a potential over-reliance on individual rights at the expense of consideration of collective rights. In response, we propose a collective approach to AI data governance grounded in a legal proposal for universal, non-exclusive data ownership right. We use the Institutional Analysis and Development (IAD) framework to explore the relative costs and benefits on stakeholders in two use cases, one focused on digital content consumers the other focused on digital content knowledge workers. Following an analysis that looks at self-regulation and industry-state co-regulation, we propose governance through shared data ownership. In this way, future social media platforms may be able to maintain trust in their use of AI by committing to no datafication without representation.
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Introduction
Social media platforms increasingly use powerful artificial intelligence (AI) that are fed by the vast flows of speech, video, and sensed data that platforms capture to analyze user behavior, mental state, and physical context. New forms of AI-generated content and AI-driven virtual agents that are rapidly being integrated into social media platforms. These may be accompanied by new forms of risks in social media use, the harm of which will be difficult to predict, for example, from manipulation of audio and video content such as deep-fakes, highly persuasive bargaining/sales agents, accurate lie detection or context-sensitive micro-targeting of content. Delivering trustworthy social media will therefore be increasingly predicated on effectively governing the trustworthiness of its AI components.

Some prospective requirements for governing trustworthy AI, such as non-discrimination, respect for privacy, robustness, and safety are already subject to existing regulation or are well aligned with commercial company requirements. These may therefore represent the low hanging fruit for new governance approaches designed to deliver trustworthiness. However, other requirements including accountability, data governance, design-for-all, human oversight, respect for human autonomy, and transparency may conflict with the business motives driving AI use in social media. These will present major objectives in designing effective AI governance regimes and may require new innovative forms of governance. However, many strong trends in the development of AI may impede the successful implementation of new governance approaches. Confounding trends include the accelerating pace of AI innovation, especially for organization with access to vast data stores; the diminishing barriers to entry in terms of AI skills and computing power; the transnational nature of AI-driven service provision; the opaque nature of modern machine learning algorithms; and the immense technical and legal expertise that the large digital platforms providing deploying AI-driven social media can bring to bear on any regulatory conflicts. Regulatory approaches to meeting trustworthy AI requirements may also be impeded politically and socially by its perceived chilling
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effect on AI innovation, especially as AI capabilities to be
seen as a strategic national economic and security asset. AI
governance regimes that require centralized state regulation
and corresponding AI regulatory expertise will therefore
require strong political drive to establish and to scale at a
pace that can keep up with AI’s accelerating impact on
society.

In this article, we examine different approaches to the
governance AI and the Big Data processing that drives it
being explored. We identify a potential over-reliance on indi-
vidual rights at the expense of consideration of collective
rights. In response, we propose a collective approach to AI
data governance grounded in a legal proposal for universal,
non-exclusive data ownership right. We use the Institutional
Analysis and Development (IAD) framework to explore the
relative costs and benefit to actors in two use cases, one
focused on digital content consumers the other focused on
digital content knowledge workers, and propose further
drives for analysis.

**Governance for Trustworthy AI**

AI trustworthiness has risen to prominence in public policy
discussion from 2017, popularized by the widespread signup
of prominent AI practitioners to the Principles developed by
the Asilomar conference on Beneficial AI (Future of Life
Institute, 2017). Policy work has built to an extent from
existing work on accountable algorithms, which was con-
cerned with fairness and bias in AI applications and the role
of transparency and accountability to counteract the opaque
nature of modern machine learning algorithms such as deep
neural networks (Kroll et al., 2016; Mittelstadt et al., 2016).

In the context of social media, an important work is that
of Latzer et al. (2016), which analyses the economics and
governance options for what they refer to as algorithmic
selection technologies, that is, those that mediate and form
the digital reality experienced by individuals and by society.
This class of technologies have become dominated by AI
techniques and underpin the core functions of social media
applications, namely search, aggregation, surveillance, pre-
dictions, filtering, recommenders, scorers, content genera-
tion, and resource allocation. Risks of algorithmic selection
are identified as:

- Manipulation of individuals or groups
- Diminishing variety that creates biased views and dis-
tortion of reality
- Constraints on communication and freedom of
expression
- Threats to privacy and data protection rights
- Social discrimination
- Violation of intellectual property rights
- Impact on the human brain and cognitive capacity
- Algorithmic power over human behavior and development

They outline the prospects for different forms of gover-
nance of AI that may be followed to reinforce benefits and
mitigate the perceived ethical and societal risks of employing
AI technology, namely market-based, self-organization, self-
genation, and co-regulation. Market-based approaches rely
on suppliers and customers, especially in consumer markets,
applying pressure on organizations to respect their value sys-
tems, or risk losing their business. However, this relies on
consumers and market partners having a clear understanding
of potentially harmful business behavior, whereas may play-
ers in the data value chains feeding AI applications operate in
obscure data brokerage roles that do not interface directly
with consumers. Also, as large digital platforms benefiting
from network effects often occupy near monopoly positions
there is a high barrier for exit for consumers.

Self-organization involves an organization setting itself
principles or standards to follow in developing and deploy-
ing AI solutions. These may be administered through internal
ethics boards that must be staff with appropriately qualified
personnel and sufficiently empowered by senior manage-
ment to make recommendations that may come into conflict
with existing business objectives. Several large digital plat-
form companies such as Microsoft and Google already have
such boards in place. However, they suffer from limits to the
transparency in their decision-making, as they may need to
deal with commercially sensitive information or plans.

Self-regulation involves the development of codes of
conduct, industry standards, quality seals and certification
bodies, ombudsman schemes, and ethic committees across
an industry sector. Self-regulation works better in mature
sectors characterized by players with a shared outlook on
maintaining public and market trust. The Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) has commenced
as number of initiatives aimed at improving professional
practice and trustworthiness in AI technology (Adamson
et al., 2019). Significant among these IEEE initiatives has
been the Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and
Intelligent Systems, which has conducted a wide-ranging
iterative expert consultation on Ethically Aligned Design
(EAD), the First Edition of which was launched in February
2019 (The IEEE Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous
and Intelligent Systems, 2019). This sets out general prin-
ciples for ethically aligned design, highlights a range of
issues, and makes recommendations for organization govern-
ance, professional practice, government policy, and further
research. Many of these issues are now being addressed by
the P7000 series of IEEE standards, to provide specific stan-
dards for organizations, ranging from process models for
ethical design, guidelines on transparency, privacy, bias, and
well-being, and specific domains for ethical AI including
child data, nudging, trustworthy news, and facial analysis.
Industry ethical standards rarely involve independent
enforcement mechanisms and have been criticized as an
anti-competitive means for larger incumbents to raise barri-
ers to new market entrants (Calo, 2017).
A general “wait and see” attitude is prevalent, driven in part by a desire to not to stifle AI innovation and investment. It is also in part driven by uncertainty arising from the rapid progress of AI and therefore the potential for technical solution to emerge (i.e., relying on market-driven measure), which may quickly render legislation redundant.

- A lack of consideration of collective issues in identifying and mitigating the risks of AI, rather than relying solely on individual rights and data protection frameworks.

- The relationship between ethics and legislation, where ethical guidelines may prove useful in reducing harm while appropriate regulation is developed or where the adoption of guidelines simply avoids addressing the difficult issues of regulation, or as pointed out in Calo (2017), can be used by large entities to project a solution without submitting to external enforcement.

These general trends seem to persist in the most recent detailed governmental work on trustworthy AI. The EU has recently established a set of ethical guidelines for achieving trustworthy AI that aims to foster research, reflection, and discussion, but which is positioned as a complement to possible future EU regulation of AI technology (European Commission, 2019). This presents ethical AI principles derived from the EU Charter of Fundamental rights, but consistent with the Access Now review, it focused on the fundamental rights assigned to individuals in relation to chapters on dignity, freedom, and justice but says little in relation to collective rights under the chapter of solidarity including the rights of workers for information, communication, and collective bargaining (Official Journal of the European Communities, 2018). Similarly, recent recommendation on AI from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) lays out a similar set of principles that should be followed in the development and use of AI systems (OECD/LEGAL/0449, 2019). However, though it recommends that government should review and adapt policies related to innovation and competition of trustworthy AI, it does not make any concrete proposals on the form of regulation.

There have been some proposals for possible co-regulatory structures such as new national regulatory bodies responsible for the governance of big data and its use for algorithms (Tutt, 2016) as well as internal ethics boards that may help organizations implement best practice (Calo, 2013; Polonetsky et al., 2015). However, there seem to be few concrete plans in place to establish the public regulatory bodies and standards needed to implement co-regulation. This is in part due to uncertainty about the direction and impact of AI technology, but also in part due to the lack of relevant technical expertise available to public policy bodies in comparison with the large digital platforms and other major private adopters of AI (Calo, 2017).
In summary, while the risks of applying AI to social media data may be profound, market-based, self-organization, self-regulation, and co-regulation solutions to AI governance all face challenges in balancing the rapid development of complex AI technology in service of maximizing shareholder value and realization of the societal benefit of AI, with the need to track and mitigate the societal risks the stream of AI innovation present. In the next section, we therefore examine an alternative strand of AI governance proposals that takes a more collective approach by those involved in the provision of data that drives AI, rather than requiring external inspection of algorithmic behavior.

**Collective Governance Approaches for AI Trustworthiness**

Another, earlier, thread of research that has had a visible influence on analysis of trustworthy AI is work on the ethics of Big Data, especially in relation to privacy and data protection concerns (Metcalfe et al., 2016; Mittelstadt & Floridi, 2016; Richards & King, 2014; Zwitter, 2014). A common theme here is the criticism of the notice and consent mode of personal data self-management that is prevalent as a requirement of most data protection regulation. Privacy researchers already understood that individuals were poorly equipped to fully understand and anticipate the impact of personal data usage to which they asked to consent (Solove & Washington, 2012). This had led to the assessment that the predominant current model of making use of personal data based on initial consent may not be ethically justified and therefore requires some collective rather than individual engagement with organizations doing so (Sax, 2016). Big Data analytics, which was later enhanced by rapidly improving AI capabilities in pattern matching, increasingly delivers societal level impacts, rendering individual consent an even less effective mechanism for governing negative consequences of data processing. Different approaches have been proposed to rebalance this asymmetry of information about the implications of personal data processing. In Rahwan (2018), the case is made for AI governance with societal level engagement through a society-in-the-loop model. This consists of a number of mechanisms including crowd-sourcing in the articulation of values related to AI, introduction of professional algorithm auditors and a new class of algorithm monitoring software, but acknowledges the need for new public institution needed to make this a reality. An alternative suggestion is to treat personal data as a valuable resource shared between the individuals providing it and the organizations collecting and using the data (Tene & Polonetsky, 2013). However, while in the EU such a feature has been included as the right to portability of GDPR (De Hert et al., 2017), it is unclear whether this will result in any compensating realizable value accruing to an individual at a level that would outweigh the transaction cost the individual incurs in managing the additional data sharing. More significantly without an enforceable legal mechanism for realizing the value of data, any transactions would be performed on terms dictated by the company capturing the data in the first place.

**Governance Based on Shared Data Ownership**

The problems constraining the leverage of data supply in the governance of AI is a symptom of a broader problem identified in EU policy deliberations on facilitating data sharing to enhance the data-driven economy (European Commission, 2018) related to the legal transaction costs of sharing data. This derives from the complex and multifaceted legal nature of data as identified in report on data ownership rights in the EU (Van Asbroeck et al., 2017a). Data ownership rights to the extent they exist are therefore grounded in a complex range of different legislation, and it is this complexity that impedes the development of data sharing agreements, especially when the respective current and future value of data to the sharing parties is not well understood. There are some limited ownership rights to data through copyright when a level of creativity or originality can be demonstrated, and in Europe through the Database Directive is sufficient effort in the structuring of data can be demonstrated to claim sui generis rights. GDPR offer some specific rights, but only for personal data, and not in the form of familiar ownership rights that can be traded or bequeathed to descendants (the data portability right offers some small move in this direction). Companies may also exert ownership-like rights over information in relation to patented inventions and through trade secrets.

One proposal resulting from this analysis proposes a new EU data ownership right (Van Asbroeck et al., 2017b). This proposal suggests the non-exclusive ownership on any data for any party that can show a traceability log of having produced or contributed to the data. This is combined with an obligation on such right-holders to share data on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms provided that this does not conflict with the normal exploitation of the data or if it unreasonably prejudices the legitimate interests of a right-holder. The non-exclusive nature of the ownership right in this proposal reflects the non-rivalrous, non-exclusive and inexhaustible nature of data and the objective to facilitate, rather than restricts its sharing and reuse. The traceability requirement provides a simple but clear opt in mechanism that can be applied to data at different scales, from an individual piece of data, such as a “like” on a social media post or a sentence translation used to train a machine translation facility, up to entire data sets. Technical standards are already available for capturing such trace logs in an interoperable format, while new distributed ledger technologies offer secure mean for sharing immutable trace logs, greatly simplifying the implementation of the traceability requirement.
Another critical analysis of the data property in the EU highlights the need for transparency in identifying to whom data property rights belong and how this may be confounded by the claims of more than one person, for example, in cases of DNA, group photos, or social media consumer behavior profiles (Purtova, 2017). This means that suggestions related to collective management of data rights, such as the notion of collective consent outlined in the study by Bygrave and Schartum (2009), may struggle to define the boundaries of the group being represented at any point in time. Separate to considerations of data ownership, Mantelero (2016) not only identifies the dynamic boundary of groups in considering data protection concerns of AI, but also the lack of awareness that groups members would have of each other or of shared risks of group discrimination, for example, of low-income worker driving unsocial hour being grouped with young people driving for socializing. This motivates a proposal for data protection regulators, rather than representative of specific group to play a role in conducting mandatory ex-ante multi-stakeholder risk assessment of any new group profiling activities. This however seems to be beyond the current remit of regulators, at least under GDPR in Europe, and would have to overcome governments’ reluctance and limited technical ability to intervene systematically in commercial AI innovation activities.

Data are often referred to as the fuel on which the effectiveness of AI is based, and the impact of any AI application grows in step with the relevance and volume of data available to train the AI and to be processed by it. Our contention is therefore that the stakeholders involved in the sourcing of data for an AI system are often the most representative of those impacted by that AI system. Further if data sources act collectively, they may use their key role in data supply as strong leverage in negotiations that balance between commercially-driven AI data processing design and the reduction of risks both to the individuals providing data and to other connected stakeholders with whom they empathize, for example, family, friends, groups with specific, sometime minority, characteristics. By grounding representation broadly on data ownership, we hope representation will extend beyond those subject to the specific regulation of data protection, but other groups including knowledge workers, who also have a stake in monitoring and mitigating harms from data gathering and processing by AI.

Therefore, we propose that the obligation to share data under FRAND terms in the data ownership proposal from (Van Asbroeck et al., 2017a) be made conditional in data sharing contracts on safeguarding measures to deliver trustworthy AI. Such conditionality provides an opportunity for new forms of model contracts to be developed that can demand the implementation of trustworthy AI requirements prior to data be shared for the training of or processing by the AI system in question. This approach would enshrine trustworthy AI requirements into the legal contracts that provide access to the data, rather than relying on external regulation of the AI system during its development and operation. Therefore, the agreement on implementing trustworthy AI requirements works in concert with the flow of data that drives AI innovation and commercialization, rather than acting a separate regulatory system that may serve to impede innovation. Implementation of such a data ownership right would therefore introduce “shared data ownership” as an alternative means for governing trustworthy AI as a complement to market-based, self-organization, self-regulation and co-regulation approaches reviewed above.

However, as discussed above in relation to data protection, individuals are at severe disadvantages in agreeing terms and conditions for sharing data with organizations due to the asymmetry in the technical understanding of data processing and the asymmetry of power due to the relative value of the individual’s data compared with that offered by an organization processing data at scale. This would also therefore put individuals’ exercising data ownership rights at a disadvantage when agreeing trustworthy AI safeguarding terms in a data-sharing agreement. While the simple nature of the new proposed data owner right coupled with the practices developed in legislating for intelligible personal data sharing contracts under GDPR may help alleviate the asymmetry of understanding, it does not address the asymmetry in the value being exchanged, that is, individuals would have very little leverage in negotiating strong trustworthy requirements with organizations already providing value from large amounts of information from other sources. However, data right-holders may be able to redress this power asymmetry by acting collectively.

Analyzing mechanisms for encouraging and supporting collective action in negotiating shared data ownership therefore requires a shift in how we consider data sharing. A move from considering the sharing of data as a transfer of value to considering it as the management of a shared resource may provide a better grounding for considering the role of all the relevant stakeholders in the governance of data flows and, consequently, of the AI systems that depend on these flows.

By considering the process of developing and deploying AI systems as part of a shared data resource management activity, we are able to compare different approaches to governing this activity through the Institutional Analysis and Development (IAD) framework (Ostrom, 2011). The IAD framework is a tool that assists in designing the institutional structures for the sustainable governance of complex shared resource. The IAD can help build a shared understanding of resource dynamics, the diverse interests within the community of users and producers, and the costs and benefits of different governance structures. It can therefore also be used in comparing different institutional design for a shared resource governance setting. While originally developed for analyzing the governance of share physical resources such as fisheries, it has also been found application in the analysis of shared digital resources, referred to as knowledge commons (Hess & Ostrom, 2007). Such institutional analyses have
been used to analyze new forms of digital resource collection, aggregation, and processing, for example, image and geospatial data (Alvarez León, 2016). A common-resource pool approach inspired by Ostrom’s theories is identified as a way to focus debate on the governance of data processing for AI onto the social and political dilemmas it presents (Taylor & Purtova, 2019).

We use the IAD to compare patterns of interaction and likely outcomes from potential AI governance approaches based on self-regulation, co-regulation, and shared data ownership. We do this for two action settings related to two classes of AI data-producing stakeholders: (1) digital content consumers whose behavior is profiled by AI to target further content to them, and (2) knowledge workers whose processing of data in a knowledge-rich task contributes to the development for AI to automate of that task. An example of the first action setting could be users of a video streaming platform such as YouTube, where profiles of viewing behavior guide the recommendation of subsequent video content to users. An example of the second action setting could be online customer service agents whose text chat interaction with customers together with customer system interaction is logged to provide data for automated customer service chatbot. However, in this article, we will focus on the example of translators engaged in post-editing of machine translation output to improve its quality, the result of which is recorded as parallel text used to further train machine translation AI, for example, in the form of statistical or neutral machine translation.

IAD Comparison of Governance Approaches

The IAD framework is centered on the “action arena” where actors make decisions within an action situation constrained by the nature of the resource being managed, the community that use and produce the resource, and the existing rules in operation within the community. This results in specific patterns of interactions between community actors and resources that in turn lead to outcomes that deliver net costs and benefits to the actors involved.

We follow the elaborated guidelines for applying the IAD framework from Ostrom (2011), by identifying the actors involved, the positions they hold within each action situation, the actions they perform, and the rules under which the action situations operate. We also follow the approach taken in Strandburg et al. (2017), which adapts IAD to the study specifically of knowledge commons, and proposed not separating the analysis of patterns of interaction from that of outcomes, as in knowledge generating setting they are closely intertwined. To compare the three different governance approaches, we first examine the existing rule-in-use for each of the two use cases and then assess the pattern of interaction as they currently operate, comparing the cost and benefits to actors in relation to the OECD principles under the three different governance approaches.

Characteristics

The characteristics in terms of the resources, actors involved in their creation and use, the roles they undertake, and the actions involved are summarized in Figure 1.

In the video content streaming use case, a video content consumer avails of the services of a video content streaming service provider. We assume the provider follows an advertising-led business model similar to YouTube, rather than a subscription-based business model. An individual acting as a video content consumer will access the service via a personal account which may provide the video streaming service provider with personal and contextual data including age, gender, location, and preferred language. Recommendation for videos to watch will be made as the result of a query or as a follow-on activity once the consumer has finished watching a video. When the consumer selects a video, it is made available with advertisements integrated into the stream. The revenue from such advertising forms the core business model. Advertisers pay to have specific advertisements inserted into video watched by people with desired characteristics and can receive detailed information on the number of impressions and click-through for advertisements against that specification. Deep learning models are developed that make video recommendations based on personal and contextual information of the consumer together with their video search and watching history (Covington et al., 2016). Creators of videos may post them and receive data on impressions, and when the content proves popular they may receive a share of the advertisement revenue attracted by that post. The shared resources in this use case are therefore the posted videos, the personal, contextual, and search and viewing history data of consumers and the AI recommender system that targets both video and the embedded advertisement to individual consumers.

In the post-editing of machine translation (PEMT) use case, a Language Service Provider (LSP) is contracted by a translation client to translate content from a source language to one or more target languages. Commercial translation (e.g., translation of content from instruction manuals, websites, product descriptions, etc.) are typically contracted on a per-word basis. Discounts can be negotiated for leverage of translation memories (TM), that is, databases held by the client of source and target sentence pairs resulting from previous translation projects. We focus here on the common case where translators are hired on a freelance basis by an LSP to work on specific translation project (though larger LSPs and governmental translation agencies may retain full-time translator cohorts). Translators use Computer Aided Translation (CAT) tools that offer related translation suggestions from TMs where available. In this case, the proposed target language text is edited by the translator to achieve the required level of accuracy and fluency, rather than creating it from scratch. This process is known as post-editing. Increasingly, proposed translation from TMs are supplemented by proposals generated by machine translation
(MT), which is therefore referred to as PEMT. MT suggestions are generated by statistical MT or, increasingly neural- MT using deep neural network techniques. The data needed to train these MT models may be derived from client TMs, from previous translations where copyright was constrained, or from public sources of parallel data. CAT tools may also integrate support for identifying client-specified terminology and using specific translations of those to improve the quality and consistency of translations. The shared resources in this use case are therefore the translated source-target language pairs contributed by individual post-editors and aggregated in TMs, term-bases containing the terms required by a client and their translation into target languages, and MT AI-models developed from particular client domains and language pairs.

Rules-in-Use Analysis

To analyze the rule in use in the two use cases, we can use the classification of rule-in-use provided in Ostrom (2011):

- Boundary rules that determine how someone is accepted into the group of appropriators of the commons resources being considered;
- Position rules that determine that someone can undertake a specific task or decision-making responsibility in the group;
- Scope rules that determine any aspects of resources that cannot be accessed;
- Choice rule that enforce or prohibit specific forms or configurations of harvesting technology;
- Aggregation rule related to permissions or agreements from others needed to harvest a resource;
- Information rule related to the confidentiality or publishing of information; and
- Payoff rules related to the sanctions for breaking other rules and the mechanisms by which they are monitored and enforced.

Rules-in-Use: Video Streaming Use Case

Boundary rules for the video streaming use case are very permissive in terms of video consumers, video producers, and advertisers, but highly restrictive for the Video Streaming Service Provider (VSSP). This reflects the network effect of social media applied to video sharing, which promotes the dominance of the provider that hosts the most videos by maintaining the lowest barrier of entry for consumers, producers, and advertisers. Membership of the latter are only restricted in cases of contravention by producers and advertisers of social norms or, in some jurisdictions legal restrictions, on content, for example, that involves harm to minors, extreme or incitement to violence and so on, which would be defined in the service’s terms of service.
Position rules are very restrictive, as apart from external regulation, decision-making positions are assigned only within the VSSP. Beyond content breaching terms of use, scope rules are administered within the VSSP, with regional and language restrictions to content being one of the features of the video recommendation AI. Choice rules are also governed by the VSSP and mainly address the consent permissions needed from consumers, creators, and advertisers with respect to personal data, for example, as stipulated in GDPR for EU residents. Similarly, aggregation rules for all members are controlled by the VSSP as specified in the terms of use, with consumers, producers, and advertisers restricted to accessing resources only through their relevant interfaces, that is, user interfaces or application programming interfaces (APIs). Information rules are also set by the VSSP, primarily to discharge its legal data protection duties, but also to ensure confidentiality of commercial data exchanges with advertisers necessary for any online platform with multiple paying customers. Payoff rules are therefore largely enforced by the Video Storage and Processing Platform (VSSP), with the sanction of removing accounts of consumers, producers, or advertisers who to breach the terms of use. The VSSP is only subject to sanctions where strong external regulatory enforcement is in place, for example, with GDPR. The only sanction for breaches by the VSSP is for consumers, producers, and advertisers to stop using the service, but with a near monopoly position arising from strong network effects, these are extremely limited.

Rules-in-Use: Post-Editing Machine Translation

We have previously applied the IAD framework to analyze possible institutional structures to treating translations as a commons resource to better balance the relative positions of post-editing translators and LSPs adopting machine translation (Moorkens & Lewis, 2019). This analysis suggested that a future commons approach administered via professional translator organizations could improve the sustainability of the translation industry by improving redistributational equity in translation value chains through royalties arising from resource contributions to MT services. This also offered the potential to reduce the legal risk exposed by current ambiguous copyright status and to offer a resource-anchored hub for improved mutual professional support activities as the translation industry and its knowledge professionals transition to an MT-centered value chain model. Several challenges to a commons-based approach remain however. Boundary rules are difficult to determine as many translators work on a contract basis outside of the structures of national professional bodies and there is a large number of small LSPs operating in the market. The lack of strong representative bodies for both translators and the large body of small LSPs means that positions of decision making related to language resource appropriation and use in training MT systems resides with management roles in the larger LSPs or translator clients that amass large collections of TMs and have the capacity to develop MT engines or to subcontract such activities. Consequently, scope rules for appropriation of language resources and MT are dictated by these managers based on competitive and commercial motivations. This includes the motivation to restrict access to language resources and MT service for competitors and also to restrict access to resources representing content that may contain confidential client information, for example, from translation of pre-release public content or internal reports, or commercially valuable content, for example, from translation of paid-for content. These restrictions should also be reflected in the choices used in appropriating resources; once a translation is in the public domain, the reuse of it in TMs and for those with technical capabilities to develop MT engines is widespread. It is, for example, not uncommon for individual translators to retain their own translations in TM for reuse on personal CAT tools, and for LSPs to retain their clients’ TMs, and to use them once immediate confidentiality or commercial sensitivity issues have passed. This is also undertaken through scraping of published translations to reform the parallel translation data in a form suitable for MT. Therefore, though copyright does enable protection of source and target text, the sampling nature of their use in both TM and MT means that the barriers to appropriation of publicly available translated content are low and may be made without reference to the contributor. The widespread reuse of TMs in CAT tools has resulted in little distinction being drawn to the use of these resources for machine translation. Therefore, aggregation rules for appropriating language resources for MT are loose, despite the fact that the scope for applying the resultant MT engine may be much wider that what would be possible with a given TM, which rarely yields much reuse benefit outside of its subject matter domain. Thus, those with the technical ability to harvest translated content from a wide range of sources and use them to develop MT engines benefit from the same relaxed rules that are accepted as the norm across the long tail of those using elements of that resource for TMs. While some translated content may be subject to confidentiality constraints, in general meta-data associated with such content, for example, the identity of translators, post-editors, and translation quality assessors, is not shared with appropriators. This is in part to avoid the need to address personal data regulations, which is also a concern with performance monitoring meta-data such as key-logging, which can act as a biometric to re-identify post-editors (Lewis et al., 2017). This meta-data information rule means, however, that appropriation is extremely limited in acknowledging the contributions of individuals. In the face of limited employment of copyright protection of translation language resources when applied to MT, there are few sanctions placed on their appropriation beyond those in place in individual translation service contracts, which typically favor LSPs and their clients over individual translators.
Trustworthy AI Interaction Patterns, Cost, and Benefits

Given the characteristics and rules in use for the Video Content Streaming and PEMT use case, we now expand on the interaction patterns and associated costs and benefits. We analyze the expected costs and benefits experienced by the different actors involved in AI governance under self-regulation, co-regulation, and shared data ownership models.

We view interactions related to governance through the generic classes of rights suggested in Hess and Ostrom (2007) for analyzing the access and governance of shared resources. This includes the rights of individuals to access, contribute, and extract value from commons resources and to remove resources that one has contributed. Further rights address the design of institutional structures and decision-making. These are the management right to regulate the patterns resource use and participate in its improvement of this resource; exclusion rights to who has rights to access, contribute, extract value, and remove resources and how those rights can be transferred; and alienation rights to sell or lease management and exclusion rights.

Video Streaming Use Case Patterns of Interaction

Considering first the video streaming use case. For the consumer, the benefits come from free access to a large collection of video content and recommendations about content that is considered likely of interest. However, the costs, primarily in the risks of algorithmic selection, are identified in Latzer et al. (2016). The algorithmic power over behavior wielded by the VSSP via recommendation may be so well tuned to the consumers interests and impulses that they spend much more time consuming videos that they would without recommendations. The corresponding increased exposure to the targeting of adverts in videos adds a risk of manipulation in terms of purchases or opinion forming to the costs borne by consumers. Also, the prominence of recommendation and tailored search results in the user interface also raises risks of diminished variety that can lead to the formation of biased views. While this effect of individual world view my not impose a major cost on individuals, it does present a cost at a societal level when the consumer group grows large enough. The ability to target video content and adverts accurately to individual consumers is obviously a benefit for the VSPP and the advertiser in pursuing the shared goal of maximizing the impressions and click-through of advertisements. Increasing consumers’ watching time contributes to these benefits and is also of benefit to the content provider who wishes to maximize views even when they do not secure sufficient to benefit from the advertisement revenue sharing. This conflict between the cost of algorithmic selection of videos to watch on consumers, individually and collectively, and the benefits of maximizing such viewing for the VSPP, advertisers, and content creators represents therefore the main arena where governance regimes can strive to achieve a sustainable balance between actors. This current regime is best characterized as self-organization.

We first considering a self-regulation regime where commercial actors collaborate to form and enforce governance regimes with the aim to better balance the costs between actors. The most prominent self-regulation effort in the AI area is the Partnership on AI which consists of many of the major actors, including Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, IBM, and Microsoft. This body has demonstrated some shared intrinsic motivation of its member to self-regulate. This is visible through the definition of high-level principles of behavior in employing AI, inclusion of a wide range of non-commercial partners and initiation of studies to develop rules and possible liability mechanisms that can keep pace with the accelerating innovation and uncertainty. However, an analysis in Leenders et al. (2019) shows its members have not all conducted themselves in adherence to these principles, for example, in seeking to apply AI technologies to lethal weapon system. Furthermore, the Partnership on AI has also not yet demonstrated a mechanism for monitoring or enforcing the adherence of members to its principles and the transparency of such a process needed to establish confidence in it externally. This highlights that while video content consumers and creators benefit from rights to access, contribute, extract value, and remove their individual contributions to the shared pool, they have no say in how pattern of resource use are managed nor how individual resource rights are assigned. This means therefore that consumers have no influence on managing the collective manifestations of risk and are unable to exert control on how monitored behavior data (e.g., search and watch logs) are used in machine learning of group profiles use in search results and recommendations.

Co-regulation requires some decisions be made on which constraints on operation and governance are laid down in law, which are the responsibility of regulators, for example, data protection authorities, and which are left to VSSP and advertisers. As above, consumers and creators already benefit from individual rights to access, contribute, extract value, and remove content due to GDPR. It is the state that makes the political decisions of where the rights to manage, exclude, and alienate right over the data used in AI reside, acting on behalf of the collective of consumers and creators providing the data. The example of the social media regulation now being considered in the United Kingdom (Great Britain, HM Government, 2019) may indicate that government will be primarily motivate to regulate in areas where there are obvious real-world harm coming from AI data processing, for example, in child protection and extremism, and that the approach should be more focused on the simple control of content deemed unacceptable rather than the more complex use of data in driving algorithmic content selection. This approach is both sensitive to reacting to harms that impact public opinion over ones that are less visible to the public, such as bias or profiling. Furthermore, undertaking the
research to identify the existence, scope, and degree of such harm must be undertaken by the state or civic society, which may be relatively poorly resources and less expert than the digital platforms which may offer counter arguments. Furthermore, setting governance rule at a national level to protect the broadest population of users also means regulation has to be considered in terms of its applicability to all VSSPs, not just the largest. This will likely lead to variation in regulations between nations that reflect the relative influence of different market players in that polity, raising the prospect of regulatory shopping by multinationals which further increases their impact on government decisions on management, exclusion, and alienation rule setting.

We contrast this with a shared data ownership approach to data governance. While this still would need to reflect the opinion of the group providing the data supply, that is, video consumers and creators, negotiations on management, exclusion, and alienation will be naturally more focused on the needs of the users than general public opinion. It also means that the emergent perception of new harms can be acted upon responsively based on the leverage of shared data ownership (for example by threatening to share data collectively with advertisers), and does not need to rely on the national political cycle to influence shifts in policy, or to take into account the needs of all VSPP. A mutually beneficial aspect of this arrangement is that part of negotiations could include funding from the VSPP to the representative of the collective data owners to commission research into emerging harms. This means such research can be much more targeted and timely, benefiting both the consumers and creators to better inform them in renegotiations about rules, but also for the VSPP is they are made aware earlier of unanticipated harms and can negotiate mutually agreeable safeguards with its immediate stakeholder, rather than being subjected to safeguards designed to accommodate a much wider range of VSPPs and the general public. The national legislation required for this approach is the fairly simple proposal for non-exclusive, universal data ownership rights and protections to ensure data owners cannot be impeded by, in this case VSPP from organizing collective representation when negotiating on management, exclusion, and alienation rights. This latter legislation may be analogous to labor rights present in many countries to support collective bargaining with employers. This relative simplicity means that this approach may be more easily adopted internationally than attempting to harmonize harm-driven co-regulation rules that are more likely subject to national variations. This has the advantage for consumers and creators that they could potentially organize collective representation at an international level, increasing bargaining power with multinational VSSPs. Conversely, this offers the VSPP a potentially much reduced set of engagement points for negotiating and implementing trustworthy AI governance rule, reducing the cost while simultaneously improve trustworthiness in its products.

Post-Editing of Machine Translation Use Case Patterns of Interaction

In this use case, the potential harms of AI are more relevant to the loss of intellectual property already experienced by translators who are poorly positioned as individuals to sign work contracts that retain the copyright claims to which they would otherwise be entitled. Translators therefore have few rights to access, extract value, or remove the data they provide to the action situation. They also are unable to influence rights held by LSPs and translation clients to manage, exclude, and alienate these rights. The power of AI to influence their behavior in professional practice is also a potential harm as the role of translators becomes more one of correcting and improving the performance of MT engines. A more subtle harm may be upon the consumer of MT in terms of loss of variety due to translations being mediated by a few dominant MT engines and losing the context and experience-related variation from a population of human translators. Translation consumers may also suffer constraints in communication where MT is used in language pairs for which the language data resources available are of low quality or even non-existent relative to more high-demand language pairs such as, for example, French-to-English.

Reducing these harms through self-regulation does not currently seem to be a likely prospect as the population of LSPs is characterized by a very long tail of small providers, most operating to very tight margins. The industry is therefore poorly placed to bear the administrative costs of setting, monitoring, and enforcing regulations, with industry bodies such as the Globalization & Localization Association insufficiently resourced to take such action.

Co-regulation is also unlikely to address the harms experienced by translators. Despite translation being essential to international trade and travel and the provision of public services in multilingual nations, translators are a relatively small portion of the knowledge workforce that has already experienced widespread casualization. They are therefore unlikely to benefit from direct government regulatory support, though they may benefit from the growing demand to protect the much larger population of less skilled casualized workers employed through digital platforms, for example, Uber drivers. There may be more opportunity for the harms to MT consumers to be addressed by co-regulation to address language issues where digital exclusion concerns meet multicultural objectives. After lobbying on the problem of uneven language resource availability for MT in the EU, the European Parliament (2018) in 2018 passed a resolution to actively address language equality in the digital arena. One result is continued support for efforts to collect publicly funded TMs from across Europe to develop MT services to be offered by the European Community in a wider range of language pairs. Although these MT services are made available freely to public administrations across Europe, the data suppliers have no rights over how the data are applied or reused by the Commission.
Shared Data Ownership may offer, therefore, the best route for translators to address the harms of the current system. The proposal in this article would seemingly offer them perhaps fewer rights than the exclusive right to their translation offered by copyright; it is that exclusivity that forces by LSPs and their clients to contractually obtain the copyright to publish the output of paid translations. A non-exclusive data ownership right does not interfere with the publishing of translated content in the same way. It may, therefore, be a more robust basis for securing safeguards and benefit from the use of their work in MT, especially as the AI training of MT consumes the data in fragments in a way that is as yet untested in the protection it gains from copyright. The proposed protection of collective bargaining rights, which are broad enough to support any form of data supplying population, may offer more opportunity for translators to negotiate better terms than labor collective bargaining protections that are of limited use for contractors to the small LSPs typical in the translation industry.

Conclusions

In this article, we have compared the costs and benefits to stakeholders in two use cases across self-regulation, industry-state co-regulation and new proposal for governance through shared data ownership. Data are the fuel on which the effectiveness of AI is based, and as we see most pointedly in social media, the societal impact of any AI application grows in step with the relevance and volume of data available. The stakeholders that supply the data for an AI system, for example, the people and businesses using social media platforms, are often those most impacted by that AI. Implementing trustworthy AI requirements at the point of data supply may therefore reflect stakeholder needs more accurately, respond to emergent harms more rapidly and scale better with the number and data density of data supplying stakeholders involved, compared with enacting governance rules after the data are acquired and the AI starts impacting people’s lives, which is the norm for co-regulation and self-regulation.

The necessity in this approach to engage with data-owning stakeholders at the beginning of the process may in fact help AI development teams not only take those stakeholder views into account with respect to trustworthiness safeguards, but may also promote best practice in engaging with users during the design process (Doherty & Doherty, 2018). A further benefit of a collective shared data-ownership approach to AI governance is that the involvement of data supplying stakeholders scales naturally with the increase in impact of AI applications and the risks that exposes. The more people who are the source of data to an AI system and the more data they provide, the bigger their collective ownership stake in the core data component feeding the system. This serves to balance the power currently accruing unchecked to those gathering data and developing AI systems with it. It may also help to empower the growing proportion of those employed by digital platforms who perform knowledge tasks such as translation and annotation that are needed to train and improve AI models. While some analysts confidently predict the AI revolution will create as many jobs as are lost to AI automation, the experiences of translators indicate much of this will be precarious as manual tasks are highly monitored and systemized to reliably feed AI model. These new jobs will require new protections if AI is to avoid a net decrease in the quality of work. Governance of AI through shared data ownership that applies to the fruit of knowledge work may offer one route of providing such protections in concert with AI innovation.

Many challenges remain to advance any shared data ownership solution to the governance challenges of achieving trustworthy AI. The political will to introduce a non-exclusive universal data ownership right has to be found, and potential conflicts with other areas of legislation need to be researched and overcome. Furthermore, while in the social media domain at least, the mechanisms for data supplying stakeholders to network and organize should be readily accessible through social media itself, the legal protections to allow virtual assembly and negotiation with digital platform unimpeded need to be developed. The EU charter of fundamental rights (Official Journal of the European Communities, 2018) may also offer a legal mitigation to this problem if, under the solidarity chapter, the traceability logs that confer ownership rights over data could also be ascribed as a form of work if that data are used in developing and operating an AI system. Specifically, in this event the workers’ right to information and consultation within the undertaking (Art 28) could provide data right-holders with fundamental rights for securing transparency and accountability related to the processing of their data by an AI system. Furthermore, and perhaps more significantly, the right of collective bargaining and action (Art 29) could mean that the all rights-holders of data feeding an AI system have the fundamental right to collectively negotiate the conditions of the data sharing agreement, including representation to monitor the transparent and accountable implementation of trustworthy AI requirements. An organization collecting data for AI development could even be compelled to enable collective action by its data source right-holders and to negotiate with their legitimate representative. We should also not underestimate the desire of digital platforms to find sustainable governance mechanisms to maintain public trust in their services and indeed to maintain the trust of employees in their business models. Also, this approach may allow for more transnational coordination for a specific service while simultaneously allowing more freedom for experimentation with different safeguarding designs between collectives and digital platforms. Open exchange of experiences, similar to that taken by trade unions internationally, may drive more rapid convergence to best practice that balances the societal risk of AI
with the economic imperative to innovation with AI than would be possible through self- or co-regulation alone.

This novel proposal for shared data ownership as the basis for AI governance requires much further research and analysis by legal scholars, ethicists, and practitioners. Models of representation and decision-making in data supplier collectives are needed, though current practices emerging in data cooperatives\(^1\) and data trusts\(^2\) may offer important insights. Our institutional analysis does however point to the potential for negotiating trustworthy AI safeguards at a point where the collective needs of relevant data supply stakeholders can be contractually aligned contractually with AI innovation in a targeted and responsive fashion. In this way, future social media platforms may be able to maintain trust in their use of AI by committing to no datafication without representation.
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